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the Palestinian feminist narrative of themassacres of 1948

The 1948 is a qualitative event in the Palestinian-Zionist conflict, the Palestinian view

that it destroyed The social, economic and political structure of them. most Palestinians

were uprooted from their land,property was confiscated.The Israelis succeeded in

establishing their state more than the partition resolution.

aim :

to identify the Palestinian feminist narrative of the massacres committed by the Israelis

during the 1948 war.

importance:

Despite the many studies and researches that dealt with the 1948 war and the reasons

for the problem of the Palestinian refugees, there was no interest in studying and

documenting the Palestinian feminist narrative of the massacres, especially rape. This

study is considered the first of a research project. Rape because peace can not be built

without acknowledging the pain and suffering of victims, especially women.

problem:

Many Israeli historians, such as Benny Morris, Ilan Pappe and Yayar Aron, have

confirmed that soldiers and members of the Zionist military gangs committed

numerous massacres and rapes of Palestinian women during a war and later used it in

psychological warfare in order to inflict fear among the Palestinians in order to force as

many people as possible to leave their land . but the Palestinian version ignore it ,

especially Palestinian women, for fear of scandal because of their culture .

The main question:

What is the Palestinian feminist narrative of the massacres ?

What motivates them to hide some of the issues that they have been exposed?

Methodology:

The research methodology is qualitative. The content analysis will be used to describe
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When the Personal is Political: Feminist Testimonies and State-Generated Violence

Latinas in the U.S. in particular and Latin-American women in general have been

historically subjected to oppressive discourses and policies that discount and silence

them. Indigenous women are robbed of their land, women are mentally and physically

brutalized by dictatorships, women are "disappeared" for their political views, women

are left aside and pushed to the bottom by relentless economic and social practices

imposed by their governments, women are denied an education and therefore a future

just because of their gender and sexual orientation. These contexts are systemic and

systematic forms of oppression where justice escapes women.

Experiential knowledge of women of color is legitimate and critical for understanding

and analyzing contexts of intersecting oppressions and movements toward social

change and freedom. The experiential and intellectual knowledge of women of color is

a source of strength passed from one onto another via storytelling, family stories,

testimonies, and narratives. For example, storytelling has a rich and continuing

tradition in African American, Chicana/o, and Native American communities since

oppressed groups have instinctively known that stories are essential to their own

survival and liberation.

Life narratives are venues through which women's realities are known, recognized, and

valued. For Latina women –as for many others- their narratives are more than just

stories: They are of foundational importance since they invent, re-name, re-structure,

and re-fashion personal and collective identities. Women's life narratives constitute a

tool through which women are understood and respected as knowledge producers

who possess both formal (academic) and informal (home and community) knowledge.

This paper addresses questions such as: How does women's knowledge translate into

their quest for justice? What are the various forms of equality and justice that each

woman, within her specific context, seeks for herself and her people? What are the

different types of justice that women seek?
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#Feminism: Narratives of the U.S. Women's Movement in the Digital Age

How do feminists between the ages of 20 and 50 understand the U.S. women's

movement today? How does their age shape the way they interact with the movement,

how they think about their role in it, and how they connect to activists who came

before them? I interviewed activists around the United States about their work as

feminists–what they do, why they do it, and why they think it matters. My narrators

come from a wide variety of class backgrounds, as well as geographic, ethnic, religious,

and racial differences. I undertook life histories with them, covering not just their

professional lives but their childhoods and their ancestors. These in-depth interviews

uncover compelling narratives about how the suffering of their grandmothers and

mothers shaped their own commitment to feminist work. They also tell powerful stories

about the importance of girlfriends during their childhood, and teachers who cared

enough about them to change their lives. Depending on their age, my interviewees'

lives were shaped in dramatic ways by the horrors of September 11, and by the Great

Recession of 2008. In this paper I will share what I have learned about the current state

of the feminist movement in the United States based on these narratives, and how class,

gender, and age shape these activists' experiences of and contributions to the ongoing

efforts to achieve gender equity.
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'I just can't relate to that word': Narratives of Australian farmwomen, reflecting on

the 'f(feminism) word.'

The Invisible Farmer project is the largest ever historical study of Australian women on

the land. This three year project (2017-2019) is funded by the Australian Research

Council and involves a nation-wide collaboration between rural communities,

academics, government and cultural organisations, including the Oral History and

Folklore Collection at the National Library of Australia (NLA). An important outcome of

the project will be an especially commissioned series of interviews with a diverse range

of women working in agriculture and aquaculture from around the nation, to be

permanently deposited at the NLA.

A key theme of the project is to document the rise of the Australian Women in

Agriculture Movement that emerged in the 1980s in response to the structural

disadvantage experienced by women on the land. While there are some archival

collections to refer to, the gaps are significant, so oral history will provide important

information and context. Furthermore, the personal stories collected through life

history interviews with the movement's 'founding mothers' will provide important

texture to the story, demonstrating how the 'personal became political'.

This paper will use the narratives of farm and fisher women to examine this

personal/political connection. It discusses how a network of women worked together

to create a community that, to all intents and purposes, was feminist in its aims,

impulses and outcomes, but which was never called that by its leaders and very rarely

done so now, thirty years later. How do these (mainly) conservative women frame their

activist stories without reference to the politics of feminism? Why do they choose to?

What is it about 'the f word' that they 'can't relate to', to the point of rejection even

today?
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Feminist Identity in Life Stories. Oral History as a Method in the Study of the

History of Feminism

The so-called New Feminism that emerged in the 1960s and 1970s has been one of the

most powerful and influential protest movements and ideologies ever. The feminist

movement differed from other social movements in that it tried to avoid the structure

and practices of existing social organizations and associations that were considered

hierarchical and undemocratic, and most of all, patriarchal, which was one of the main

concepts against which the movement defined itself. Feminist ideas were therefore

practiced in semi-official and unofficial self-organized groups and networks in which

the focus was on the personal needs of individual women. As Solveig Bergman (2002, 5)

has argued, for the researcher, feminism is to be found in the discourses, identities, and

practices of the participants. Most studies of feminism have, however, focused on the

theoretical discussions and the most collective and organized forms of feminism.

In my research "How Political Became Personal", I approach feminism by studying the

life stories of proponents of the movement in Finland. In the proposed paper, I will

discuss the role of the oral history approach in my research. With oral history methods, I

have been able to reach multiple feminist voices, stories, and perspectives that have

been left out in previous research. My study will show at the grassroots level the

individual reasons for Finnish feminists to join the feminist movement, and how the

movement has been constructed and maintained by the actions of individual women

and the networks they have formed. With their stories, my interviewees have also

strongly contested both the stereotypical images of feminists as ugly and angry women

and the hegemonic narrative of Finland as a country "where there is no need for

feminism as gender equality has been achieved a long time ago".
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Beyond the crash of nationalism and gender: oral history of former "comfort

women" and Japanese female supporters

Wartime sex-slavery system by Japanese military has caused serious political,

diplomatic and academic concern in international debates. In Japan, academia often

concerns two topics, (1) facticity of oral testimony and (2) conflict between nationalism

and gender. Especially, the second discourse still causes serious divide in Japanese

academia. Well-known feminist in Japan, Chizuko Ueno argues that there were various

types of "comfort women" in Japanese military, other colonial empires also had similar

problems on female status, and nationalistic movements that call for official

compensation from Japanese Government actually hinder the resolution of the

problem. On the other hand, some scholars are strongly against the above-mentioned

discourse and actions by Ueno, accusing them as "violence of relativism by Japanese

feminists"(Lee 2015). They argue that Ueno blurs the vital question how Japanese and

international society judge Japan's wartime responsibility, blaming indicters as

nationalists.

At the same time, this issue is first and foremost political/social issue supported by

non-academic activists. Then, how do they overcome the (supposed) conflict of

nationalism and women's rights? How do they, especially female supporters, support

feminism and examine their own responsibility as Japanese, namely a member of the

perpetrating nation?

In search for answers to this question, I conducted intensive interviews to fifteen

activists in Tokyo, Osaka and Kyoto. From the research, we could see that the female

activists do not regard international diplomacy and individual recovery of dignity as

separable; moreover, they take the problem of "conflict between nationalism and

feminism" as pseudo-problem that is caused by ignorance of individual victims and

their recovering process. Recovery of women's rights and holding account of Japanese

citizens consistently managed in personal friendship and supporting surroundings of

victims and Japanese female supporters.
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